Abstract-Skyline Queries have received a lot of attention due to their intuitive query formulation. Following the concept of Pareto optimality all 'best' database items satisfying different aspects of the query are returned to the user. However, this often results in huge result set sizes. In everyday's life users face the same problem. But here, when confronted with a too large variety of choices users tend to focus only on some aspects of the attribute space at a time and try to figure out acceptable compromises between these attributes. Such trade-offs are not reflected by the Pareto paradigm. Incorporating them into user preferences and adjusting skyline results accordingly thus needs special algorithms beyond traditional skylining. In this paper we propose a novel algorithm for efficiently incorporating such typical trade-off information into preference orders. Our experiments on both real world and synthetic data sets show the impact of our techniques: impractical skyline sizes efficiently become manageable with a minimum amount of user interaction. Additionally, we also design a method to elicit especially interesting trade-offs promising a high reduction of skyline sizes. At any point, the user can choose whether to provide individual trade-offs, or accept those suggested by the system. The benefit of incorporating trade-offs into the strict Pareto semantics is clear: result sets become manageable, while additionally getting more focused on the users' information needs.
INTRODUCTION
Searching through large information spaces (like product search in the Web or document search in digital libraries) is a demanding problem. Besides response time and scalability issues, users often get either a flood of results, or empty results produced by either under-or over-specified queries. In any case, perfect items with respect to the user's query will hardly ever exist and users will always have to relax on at least some of their constraints by accepting compromises.
In such applications users often have to deal with decision problems involving several attributes. Regarding each single attribute, preferences are clear. But providing preferences on objects characterized by several attributes is difficult. Consider for example a decision problem in real estate: most people would agree that a bigger apartment is nice to have; similarly less expensive rental prices are considered being better. Thus, the ordering of real estate per attribute is clear. In contrast, specifying a weighted function compensating between size and price is not so easy: How much money is an additional square meter exactly worth?
To avoid this problem the skyline query paradigm has been introduced. Users just need to specify the set of interesting attributes and a basic order per attribute. They do not need to supply complex weightings or utility functions. Nevertheless, the skyline result set contains all possibly optimal choices. The semantics of skylines follow the notion of Paretooptimality as introduced in [6] . The skyline contains all objects which are not dominated by others with respect to a given set of preferences. An object dominates another if it is better or equal with respect to all attribute preferences and strictly better in at least one attribute. If only one attribute is considered for object comparisons and all remaining attributes remain fixed, this is often referred to as ceteris paribus ('all else being equal') semantics [15] .
User preferences [20] individually order domain values with respect to each attribute. Skyline queries are usually restricted to attributes with numerical domains using their natural orders (see e.g. [6] , [25] , or [4] ). But also arbitrary partial orders on categorical domains can be supported (see e.g. [8] or [20] ). However, computing skylines over such general partial order preferences has shown to be computationally expensive. A very important practical class of preferences, that is more efficient to handle, are weak orders. They form a total order of equivalence classes of domain values [24] . The user is indifferent between all values within each equivalence class. This model assumes the indifference relation to be transitive. Weak orders can be applied on numerical, as well as on categorical domains. For the remainder of this paper, we will assume all user preferences to be in the form of weak orders.
Example: Let us assume a user wants to rent an apartment in San Francisco. His/her search will involve an individual set of important attributes, such as location, size or rental price. For instance, regarding the rental price and size users usually prefer bigger apartments to smaller ones and cheaper apartments to more expensive ones (given that the remaining attributes show similar values). Each user will also show certain preferences with respect to some categorical attributes like location (e.g. Russian Hill or North Beach is considered better than the Mission District) or the apartment's amenities. The set of 'best' objects (the skyline set) can be computed by evaluating all preferences on the attributes in the user's query following the Pareto semantics.
Using such preferences within skyline queries is easy for the user. But this ease of use comes at a price: the respective computation times are impractical for larger databases [13] . And even worse, skyline sizes may grow very fast with the number of query attributes and quickly reach the size of the entire database [12] . Hence for practical usage of the paradigm, reducing skyline set sizes is necessary.
In this work, we focus on directly incorporating user feedback into the query process. We enable the efficient incorporation of user-generated trade-offs extending the concept of 'amalgamated preferences' as introduced in [2] . In the course of this paper we will show that our trade-offs form an expressive and useful tool to integrate user feedback into the skyline evaluation and can effectively combat the adverse effect of anti-correlation on the skyline size. The benefits of our approach are threefold:
• We provide a novel algorithm for efficiently incorporating individual user trade-offs into skyline computations. By exploiting the trade-off information, less relevant objects can be incrementally removed from the skyline and thus a valuable means of personalization is provided. Generally users are allowed to state arbitrary trade-offs for skyline reduction.
• Our extensive experiments on practical as well as synthetic data sets show that the trade-off integrations are quick enough to allow for interactive user feedback meeting real time constraints even for large datasets.
• To support users in specifying trade-offs, we propose a scheme for suggesting some promising trade-offs to the user. This frees users from manually exploring the current result set for finding suitable trade-offs and (having a greedy reduction strategy) also reduces the number of necessary interaction steps. Still the user can always reject suggestions and thus stays in control.
II. DECREASING SKYLINE SIZES
The problem of too large skyline sizes is not only aggravated by larger numbers of attributes in the query, but also by anti-correlations in the data set. Tests in [6] show that in the case of only 6 dimensions the resulting skylines for a correlated, independently distributed and anti-correlated synthetic dataset are 0.02%, 2% and 26% of the database, respectively. In this case particularly the anti-correlation leads to obviously unmanageable result set sizes. However, in practical queries anti-correlation with respect to the preferences over a dataset occurs quite naturally (e.g., users would naturally prefer highest quality items for the lowest price in product databases, but they will hardly ever exist).
Example (cont.):
For apartment searches, there will be at least some interesting attributes that invite anti-correlations, like the rental price and the size. In similar locations a larger apartment is bound to be more expensive than a smaller one. Moreover, for similar sizes the location's quality will adversely affect the rental price. Let us focus on two typical preferences: the number of rooms and the rental price. Most users like spacious apartments for a low price. That means, if the user in our case is offered two 1-bedroom apartments in the same location, only the one with the lower rental price is considered to be part of the skyline. This paradigm is a very natural way of structuring result sets: only looking at the two attributes price and size a user might be ambiguous between a cheap 1-bedroom apartment and a more expensive 2-bedroom apartment (and indeed both would be part of the skyline), but the user would definitely not like a more expensive 1-bedroom apartment. Since in apartment rental decisions usually more than two attributes are involved, the user might end up with a large skyline. This is at least partly due to the anti-correlation between price and size. Thus, the result set has to be reduced.
The traditional way to deal with the problem of large skyline results are utility functions (e.g. [17] , [1] ), where for instance the trade-off between size and price is captured in a utility function with personalized weightings. This function quantifies how much a user is willing to pay for more space. However, in practice such functions are extremely hard to state for each user. Still they may have a strong effect on the subsequently derived result set. A different way for dealing with the problem are trade-offs built in a qualitative way. In [2] we give a basic formalization of qualitative compensations: users may 'amalgamate' two or more preferences by defining preferences or equivalences across the respective attributes. We will build on this formalization (which is revisited in definitions 1-3 of section 3), because it almost exactly defines the notion of trade-offs that we need for our user-centered skyline reductions here.
However, the algorithms presented in [2] can only work directly on the extended Pareto product order P*. This is a relation containing object comparisons between all database objects, i.e. P* grows quickly to impractical sizes. Since in earlier approaches, the processing of trade-offs needed to materialize this relation, the resulting space and time consumption are prohibitive for online algorithms. In fact, our experiments in [2] report average runtimes of several minutes even in the optimal case (in contrast to between 0.08 and 1.12 seconds for the new approach presented here, see section 5). In a nutshell, our new approach frees the algorithm for incorporating tradeoffs from materializing the product order. It is able to work on easy set operations which are efficiently supported in real time by current database technology, while still guaranteeing consistency of all user trade-offs. Instead of laboriously materializing P*, our new algorithm needs only to consider and compare two small subsets of the current skyline. The effort necessary for this is smaller by several magnitudes.
Let us consider a short and simplifying example: assume a database containing 1-4-bedroom apartments in a price range of 300-1050 USD. A user may pose that more rooms and a lower price are preferable. The preference will look like depicted in Figure 2 . The problem is clear: Since there will usually be no perfect 4-bedroom apartment for 300 USD, the skyline will contain objects around the diagonal perpendicular to the bisector of the score axes, containing e.g. 2-bedrooms for 600 USD, 3-bedrooms for 750 USD and 4-bedrooms for 1050 USD. Those choices do not dominate each other, because offering more space comes at the price of higher rent. The top choices with respect to the base preferences (the upper-right triangle-shaped area) will usually be empty.
The basic knowledge (or belief) about such an anticorrelation therefore leads in practical applications to different querying strategies. Probably everybody would prefer a 450 USD apartment over any 1050 USD apartment that is similar in all other aspects (the intuitive ceteris paribus preference on rental prices). Nevertheless specifying a simple 'always prefer the cheapest apartment' preference in a real world system is not helpful, because one cannot expect a sensible result set. In fact, most users are able to refine their needs by investigating usual rental prices for a certain size, i.e. the consideration of suitable trade-offs. Given the data set in Figure 2 , a user might price-wise prefer a 3-bedroom apartment over a 4-bedroom apartment. Similarly he/she might actually even prefer a price range of 450-750 USD over cheaper offers, because the respective cheaper apartments (usually) would be much smaller.
Let us assume the user has a certain opinion about his/her monetary benefit of more space. A trade-off can be specified, e.g. a user might state an equivalence between 450 USD 2-bedroom and 900 USD 3-bedroom apartments. The effect on the skyline will be that the relationship between 'pricey' 2-bedroom apartments (more than 450 USD) and relatively 'inexpensive' 3-bedroom apartments (less than 900 USD) is reestablished. Within certain bounds, the trade-off presents us with a qualitative notion of what a user considers 'inexpensive' or 'pricey' relative to the apartment's size. In fact, for example a 750 USD 3-bedroom apartment would now dominate a 600 USD 2-bedroom apartment. The user has thus stated a price-related preference for the size of the apartment (with respect to two or three rooms). Figure 1 shows the effect on the skyline: if there are objects in the green area, corresponding objects (respecting ceteris paribus semantics) in the red area are dominated.
III. RELATED WORK
The processing of skyline queries has recently received much attention and many efficient evaluation algorithms have been designed like [6] , [25] , [4] , [10] , [19] , [8] and more. All these approaches have in common that the emphasis lies on the efficient computation of the entire skyline set, though some of them already stress the problem of large result sizes (e.g., [6] , [4] ). Having realized this serious challenge for the practical applicability of the skyline paradigm, further research identified basically two ways to deal with the problem: selections based on special characteristics of the data or to rely on user interaction in the form of feedback. We will briefly describe the relevant approaches and then focus on the most closely related to our work.
The idea of exploiting structural characteristics for skyline reductions (often referred to as data-centric or user-oblivious ranking) spawned two basic approaches: in the first class of approaches one tries to give a representative, yet manageable overview of possible choices. The idea is to offer the user a wide range of different options. The second class of approaches relies on focusing on some skyline items with special characteristics. The characteristics are chosen to single out some items more relevant to the user.
Among the first approaches, [18] tried to select a set of approximately dominating representatives such that all skyline objects lie in a sphere with fixed diameter around the selected items. Similarly, [22] uses the number of objects actually dominated by a skyline object as a measure for its respective quality and therefore selects a fixed number of items from the skyline that together dominate the highest number of database objects. However, both selection problems were proven to be NP-hard for three or more attributes. A different approach was introduced in [5] where low-dimensional skyline sets (subspace skylines) were taken as basis for deriving a sample of the skyline.
In contrast, [3] introduced the purely structural notion of weak Pareto optimality. Here all items are removed from the skyline, which are dominated by other items with respect to all comparable attributes, whereas incomparable attribute values are ignored. Hence, a larger number of objects are dominated resulting to smaller skyline sizes. [27] proposes a measure where the number of subspace skylines each item occurs in is Trade-Off (2, 450) ≡ (3, 900) P 1 P 2 red green taken as a ranking criterion on the complete skyline set. Both of the last two approaches exploit some basic characteristics that seem intuitive, but on the other hand might not be adopted by each user. Hence, they are of heuristic character only.
Other approaches address the problem of large skyline sizes by relying on user feedback (often referred to as personalized ranking or user-centered approaches). Among the first was the online algorithm in [19] that computed the entire skyline, but could be steered by the user to focus on more interesting areas first. The algorithm in [5] involved user feedback on a skyline sample to derive some adequate utility function(s) as an input for subsequent top-k retrieval. The framework given in [10] provides methods for preference revision. If they modify the query in an order preserving way, result sets can be evaluated incrementally.
Another way to express more or less interest in specific attributes is imposing an order on attributes in the query. This has been heavily exploited in [21] : in case of a too large skyline the user provides an order on the attributes used. Finally, the skyline of the subspace omitting the least important attribute(s) is returned instead. Another way of user interaction is given in [26] and [29] where the user is enabled to explore the skyline with respect to different subspaces in an OLAP-like fashion. The so-called Skycube precomputes all subspace skylines. It allows for the typical interactions like slicing, drilling down, etc. Especially the concept of decisive subspaces in [26] is heavily related to our work. Subspace skylines are projections of the complete skyline onto some important attributes. The decisive subspace(s) for each object contain those attributes explaining why an object is in the skyline. Up to a certain degree this resembles the subspaces chosen in our framework for eliciting trade-off information from the user.
Apart from the application in skyline retrieval the notion of preference elicitation has already attracted attention for personalizing intelligent information systems. [9] gives a good overview of the current state of the art in elicitation methods. Especially, the work in [28] is relevant (but orthogonal) to our approach. Here the user is enabled to critique example items, thus allowing for the implicit generation of preferences best reflecting the criticism. Although no explicit trading of characteristics is supported, we would like to explore an integration of this approach into our framework in future work. Still, we share the idea of a navigational approach to preference-based search.
IV. THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS
As stated before, we consider preferences as weak orders on the domain values with respect to a certain attribute. These are defined as follows: The strict Pareto dominance relation induced by ሼܲ | ݅ ∈ ߤሽ and ሼܳ | ݅ ∈ ߤሽ, denoted by SPar ఓ , is the set ሺ‫,ݑ‬ ‫ݒ‬ሻ ∈ ‫ܦ‬ ఓ × ‫ܦ‬ ఓ such that ሺ‫ݑ‬ , ‫ݒ‬ ሻ ∈ ሺܲ ∪ ܳ ሻ, for all ݅ ∈ ߤ, and ሺ‫ݑ‬ , ‫ݒ‬ ሻ ∈ ܲ , for some ݅ ∈ ߤ.
Note that SPar ఓ ⊆ Par ఓ and that SPar ఓ is a strict partial order on ‫ܦ‬ ఓ . Even for small attribute domains and small ݉, this order contains many symmetrically non-dominated tuples. This is an obvious weakness of the Pareto semantics for preference modeling. We extend this model by allowing for tradeoffs. The following definition introduces a preference relation that extends SPar ሼଵ,…,ሽ . In the following, instead of ሺ‫,ݑ‬ ‫ݒ‬ሻ ∈ ܲ ఓ (i.e. ‫ݒ‬ dominates ‫ݑ‬ with respect to ܲ ఓ ) we write ‫ݑ‬ ⊲ ఓ ‫.ݒ‬ Similary, ሺ‫,ݑ‬ ‫ݒ‬ሻ ∈ ܳ ఓ is abbreviated by ‫ݑ‬ ≡ ఓ ‫.ݒ‬ We write ‫ݑ‬ ⊴ ఓ ‫ݒ‬ if and only if ‫ݑ‬ ⊲ ఓ ‫ݒ‬ or ‫ݑ‬ ≡ ఓ ‫.ݒ‬ Also, we abbreviate ܲ ሼଵ,…,ሽ and ܳ ሼଵ,…,ሽ by ܲ and ܳ, respectively. Analogously, ⊲ ሼଵ,…,ሽ , ⊴ ሼଵ,…,ሽ , and ≡ ሼଵ,…,ሽ will be denoted by , , and .
Definition 3: (Extended Preference and Equivalence)
With these definitions, we can derive Pareto skylines by selecting all objects o ∈ O which are maximal with respect to P. Pareto optimality treats all attributes in the same way and builds the product order out of the base preferences and equivalences. With the strict Pareto semantics also the base preferences and equivalences can be fully reconstructed from the product order. This useful characteristic is referred to as separability [7] . However, when selecting best choices from the skyline sacrificing the separability is a sensible thing to do as the following example shows.
Example (cont.):
To get an intuition about trade-offs let us assume the user's monetary value of more space has not yet been specified. Consider the basic preferences: 'the more space the better' and 'the smaller the price the better'. With respect to these preferences a 450 USD 2-bedroom and a 460 USD 3-bedroom apartment (with equivalent values regarding the remaining attributes) are symmetrically non-dominated and would both be part of the skyline. However, for most people an additional room would definitely more than compensate an only slightly higher rental price. Unfortunately this kind of compensation cannot be expressed within the Pareto semantics.
The concept of preference and equivalence trade-offs remedies this shortcoming by allowing to take into account two or more attributes together. Trade-offs add new relationships to an extended preference between previously non-dominated tuples following the ceteris paribus semantics. As soon as a trade-off has been specified, however, the separability characteristic is lost for the extended preference order and it can no longer be constructed from the base preferences/equivalences regarding each attribute.
Assume that for instance the user stated a general equivalence between 450 USD 2-bedroom and a 900 USD 3-bedroom apartments (all else being equal, see Figure 1 ) and reconsider the example objects from above. If all remaining attribute values are equal, a 460 USD 3-bedroom is clearly better than a 900 USD 3-bedroom apartment, which in turn, by the given trade-off is considered equivalent to a 450 USD 2-bedroom apartment. Now the 460 USD 3-bedroom dominates the 450 USD 2-bedroom apartment, which can thus be removed from the skyline set. Now we will formally define trade-offs (Definition 4) and specify which relationships have to be added to P under the ceteris paribus semantics with respect to a given trade-off (Definition 5).
Definition 4: (Trade-Offs)
Let ߤ ⊆ ሼ1, … , ݉ሽ and ܲ ఓ , ܳ ఓ a compatible extended preference and equivalence as given by Definition 3. For any pair of tuples ‫ݔ‬ ఓ and ‫ݕ‬ ఓ that are incomparable in both ܲ ఓ and ܳ ఓ , we call the statement ሺ‫ݔ‬ ఓ ⊲ ‫ݕ‬ ఓ ሻ a preference trade-off.
With trade-offs, the user introduces new relationships between previously incomparable tuples following the ceteris paribus semantics.
Definition 5: (Incorporating Trade-Offs)
Let ܲ and ܳ be compatible, extended preferences and equivalences on ‫ܦ‬ and let ߤ ⊆ ሼ1, … , ݉ሽ and ߤ ∶= ሼ1, … , ݉ሽ ∖ ߤ. a) Let (x µ ⊲ y µ ) be a preference trade-off for ߤ. We define an extended preference ܲ * ⊇ ܲ: − by extending P to ܲ ᇱ by adding all relationships ‫‬ ଵ ⊲ ‫‬ ଶ satisfying the following:
− and then computing ܲ * as transitive closure of ܲ′.
b) Let (x µ ≡ y µ ) be an equivalence trade-off for ߤ. We define ܳ * ⊇ ܳ and ܲ * ⊇ ܲ:
− by first extending ܳ to ܳ ᇱ by adding all relationships ‫‬ ଵ ≡ ‫‬ ଶ satisfying the following: Please note that the previous definitions base on established work summarized in [2] . However, all those previous approaches relied on actually materializing and extending the preference and equivalence relations ܲ and ܳ (as well as ܲ * and ܳ * ). Those relations quickly grow large and may contain as many relationships as the square of the number of database objects. The benefit of the following approach is to propose an incorporation scheme mimicking the effects of the procedure described in Definition 5, however due to a sensible restriction of the trade-offs, with a drastic reduction of the necessary skyline computation effort.
According to Definition 4, trade-offs can involve an arbitrary number of attributes. However, for user interactions, visualizing more than 2 dimensions is difficult. Moreover, eliciting suitable compromises for multiple attributes is confusing for users in terms of understanding the effect on the skyline. The same holds for chains of compromises spanning over different values in different attributes (e.g., better performance with respect to the first attribute is traded against worse performance with respect to the second, which in turn is traded against some other attribute). Again, though the final effect on the skyline result can be computed, it is rather hard to understand for the user. For these reasons we restrict tradeoffs to pairs of attributes only (i.e. trade-offs of the form 'performing worse in A can be compensated by performing better in B'), and will not allow interleaved chains of trade-offs spanning multiple attributes. These restrictions also have an additional beneficial effect: they allow for decreasing the complexity for incorporating trade-offs and checking consistency as explained in the next section.
Still, finding the new skyline incorporating given trade-offs means to find the maximum objects of the extended preference. Since trade-offs do not add objects to the skyline, the recomputation can be restricted to current skyline objects. In the next section we will show that this only needs comparisons of all objects better than the preferred trade-off values with those worse than the dominated trade-off values. For equivalence trade-offs this has to be done in both directions (cf. Figure 1) . Of course, in all these comparisons the ceteris paribus rule has to be obeyed.
A. Selecting Objects and Consistency
Let us consider a user-specified trade-off (x µ ⊲ y µ ) or (x µ ≡ y µ ), respectively. Introducing this trade-off means inducing more equivalence and domination relationships on previously incomparable objects into the respective extended preference P and equivalence Q. After integrating a new trade-off, we will call the new extended preference and equivalence P* and Q*, respectively. Please note that since we only allow consistent additions, all the previous relationships stay valid, i.e. P ⊆ P* and Q ⊆ Q*. That means that, if M is the skyline with respect to P and Q, the new skyline M* with respect to P* and Q* can only become monotonically smaller: M* ⊆ M.
The next question is how a skyline object can lose its optimality in P* so that it has to be removed from the skyline? The following theorem shows how to prune skylines incrementally and proves our pruning method's correctness: Proof: Assume a trade-off has been specified between some attributes with indexes ݅ and ݆ and define µ: = {݅, ݆} . Consider some skyline object ‫‬ ∈ ‫,ܯ‬ but ‫‬ ∉ ‫ܯ‬ * . Since ‫‬ is dominated by some object in ‫ܯ‬ * , but was not dominated by any object in ‫,ܯ‬ a set of new domination relationships must have been introduced with respect to the new trade-off, i.e. especially wrt. the attributes with index in µ. Since trade-offs are defined only between disjoint attribute pairs and the attributes with value in µ have been amalgamated, domination can be checked for µ and ߤ ഥ ∶= {1, … , ݉}\µ separately and then combined using the Pareto semantics, i.e. we have P µ , ܲ ఓ , Q µ , ܳ ఓ , such that P is the Pareto product order of P µ , ܲ ఓ , Q µ , and ܳ ఓ , and Q is the product of Q µ and ܳ ఓ . Furthermore, P* is the Pareto product order of P µ *, ܲ ఓ , Q µ * and ܳ ఓ . Analogously Q* is the product of Q µ * and ܳ ఓ . Any object dominating o thus has to dominate it with respect to the projection on attributes with indices in µ and to the projection with indices in ߤ. Ad a) '=>' Let us take a closer look at a preference trade-off (x µ ⊲ y µ ) as defined above. We know o ∈ M, but o ∉ M*. Any domination relationship wrt. o in P* can only have been introduced by the new domination relationship between amalgamated attributes x µ and y µ . Therefore, when projected to the set µ of attributes, o's values have to be worse or equivalent to x µ , i.e. with Q µ , P µ as the extended equivalence, resp. preference regarding only attributes with index in µ:
. But in that case we can always compare o to some (artificial) object x constructed as ∀ ݅ ∈ ߤ ∶ (x i := π i (x µ ) ∧ ∀ ݅ ∈ ߤҧ : (x i := ߨ (o)) with ߨ as the projection on the i-th component in the sense of relational algebra. Now by construction either x dominates o, or x is equivalent to o. Using the trade-off information we also know x to be dominated by some object y constructed analogously as ∀ ݅ ∈ ߤ ∶ (y i := π i (y µ ) ∧ ∀ ݅ ∈ ߤҧ : (y i := ߨ (o)). Since the new trade-off information has to be used, in order to dominate o under the ceteris paribus semantics there has to be some (actually existing) object ‫‬ ᇱ either dominating y or equivalent to y. Hence, for ‫‬ ᇱ has to hold (y 
Ad b)
The proof for the case of new equivalence trade-offs (x µ ≡ y µ ) is similar. Again comparable items x and y have to be constructed like above, but since they have been defined as being equivalent by the user, a domination relationship of some database object o ∈ M\M* needs to include a domination relationship either by one of the (artifical) trade-off objects, or the dominating object needs to dominate one of the trade-off objects. Thus, one of the domination/equivalence relationships over/by x or y really has to be a strict domination relationship. In summary we are facing a total of five cases where always ‫‬ ⊴ ఓ ഥ ‫‬ ᇱ has to hold:
And from either case follows ‫‬ ⊲ ‫‬ ᇱ . ■ Some important observations regarding Theorem 1 are as follows:
• Since we restrict trade-offs to pairwise disjoint attribute pairs, Theorem 1 can be iteratively applied for incorporating multiple trade-offs successively. This is because the separability characteristic is sustained between the amalgamated pairs.
• For incorporating a trade-off (x µ ⊲ y µ ), all objects ‫‬ have to be found with ‫‬ ⊴ ఓ ‫ݔ‬ ఓ and compared to objects ‫‬ ᇱ with ‫ݕ‬ ఓ ⊴ ఓ ‫′‬ (or using ⊲ ఓ in either case, respectively). Taking advantage of the restriction of pairwise disjoint trade-off sets and weakly ordered domains, selecting comparison candidates can be performed with a simple SQL query on the attribute score in ߤ. In case of previous trade-offs on the same ߤ, their respective candidates have also to be considered to accommodate also transitive relationships.
• After candidates for ‫‬ and ‫′‬ have been selected, it has to be checked whether ‫‬ ⊴ ఓ ഥ ‫.′‬ To perform that test, it is sufficient to compare the attributes in ߤҧ . If any trade-offs with indices in ߤҧ have been specified before, they also have to be checked in this test. However, respecting these trade-offs is simple as their transitive effects are limited to just two attributes and no complex multiattribute effects are possible due to our previous restrictions.
V. ALGORITHM
Since trade-offs are generally data-driven and therefore should not be elicited a-priori, our algorithm has to incorporate trade-off information interactively and thus personalizes the skyline in a cooperative fashion. The initial skyline is always derived as the maximum objects of the Pareto order with respect to the base preferences P 1 , …, P m and base equivalences Q 1 , …, Q m .
A. Basic Trade-Off System Procedure
The basic procedure for refining skylines with trade-off information is described in Algorithm 1. During the first steps, two appropriate attributes for performing trade-offs are chosen by the user. If he/she cannot decide on appropriate candidates, the system can propose trade-off pairs based on the initial skyline and preferences as covered in detail in section C. Based on the user's feedback the algorithm incorporates the trade-offs into the current skyline and removes all newly dominated objects. The incorporation has to pay special attention to intertwining trade-offs which may form trade-off chains. Section B will describe a basic algorithm for performing this task.
In the following, the condition of an object being "equal to or better/worse than another object with respect to some attribute" is frequently used. To check such a condition efficiently we deploy scoring functions: for each attribute a scoring function is derived of the respective base preference/equivalence. Since we rely on weak orders, numerifications of domain values are possible such that the conditions o 1 ⊲ o 2 ⇔ score i (o 1 ) < score i (o 2 ), and o 1 ≡ o 2 ⇔ score i (o 1 ) = score i (o 2 ) hold [11] . The use of scores allows for an efficient computation of dominance on attribute values as they can directly be stated in SQL and executed by a database engine.
Algorithm 1. Basic Skyline Refinement
Method: interactiveTradeOffs(M, P 1 
B. Incorporating Trade-Offs
This section covers incorporating given trade-offs into the skyline. During this process, newly dominated objects have to be removed respecting Theorem 1. At first, preference tradeoffs of the form "y µ is preferred over x µ " (x µ ⊲ y µ ) are considered. Given these preference trade-offs, we can identify two sets of skyline objects (see Figure 1 ): green containing all objects which are equal or better than y µ with respect to attributes in µ; and red containing all objects which are equal or worse analogously.
A preference trade-off has to remove all objects from the skyline which are in the red set and are equivalent to or dominated by at least one object in the green set wrt. the attributes in ߤҧ . Initially, the set red consists of all objects being dominated by ‫ݔ‬ ஜ wrt. attributes with index in ߤ while the set green contains those values being equal or better with respect to indices in ߤ than ‫ݕ‬ ఓ . Please note that during the course of user interaction a newly stated trade-off may intertwine with some previously given ones regarding the same ߤ and may form trade-off chains. For instance, consider two trade-offs (ܽ ஜ ⊲ ܾ ஜ ) and (ܾ ஜ ⊲ ܿ ஜ ): As the domination relationship is transitive, also (ܽ ஜ ⊲ ܿ ஜ ) holds and has to be incorporated. This task has to be independent of the order in which the trade-offs were given. To cater for this requirement, the red and green candidate sets have to be transitively expanded considering previous trade-off regarding the currentߤ. In particular this means, if there are preference or equivalence tradeoffs pointing to some object of the current green set, the set has to be expanded by the previous trade-offs' green sets. In the same way, the red set has to be expanded by the respective red sets of trade-offs originating from an object in the current red set.
After establishing the candidate sets, all objects in green are compared to those in red using function compare in Algorithm 3 to determine whether the current green object dominates or is equivalent to the current red one with respect to ߤҧ . If this is the case, the current red object has to be removed from the skyline. 
Algorithm 2. Incorporate Trade-Offs

Method: incorporateTradeOffs(M,
‫ݐ{‬
Algorithm 3. Comparing candidates
Method: compare (candidate r, candidate g, index set ߤ) Parameters:
The index set ߤ Output:
• ‫,′݉ܿ݊݅′‬ ‫′݀݁ݐܽ݊݅݉݀′‬ or ‫′ݐ݈݊݁ܽݒ݅ݑݍ݁′‬ Procedure: But what characterizes a good trade-off? Introducing tradeoffs between two positively correlated attributes shows a low effectiveness. This is because skyline objects with correlated attributes for indexes in ߤ are incomparable with respect to at least some attributes in ߤ and generally only few objects can be removed by a trade-off. On the other hand, anti-correlated attributes can be expected to cause a large number of incomparable objects in the skyline. Thus, resolving incomparability between anti-correlated attributes will significantly reduce the skyline size.
Our greedy heuristics is thus based on the current database instance and the degree of anti-correlation between attributes: a trade-off is considered more effective the more objects it will remove from the skyline set, thus enforcing a stronger focus. Thus, a good trade-off should aim for increasing the number of objects in the red and green sets. To suggest tradeoff sets we employ hierarchical clustering [16] (denoted as cluster k in Algorithm 4) on the data set. The number of clusters is also derived within that cluster algorithm by minimizing the average error between cluster values denoted as intraError k for a given cluster k .
Furthermore, research in the area of operations research shows that when considering goals in some attribute, users tend to favor a certain point in the feature space and show diminishing preference for more distant values (see e.g. ideal point model [14] ). Given that for suggesting a trade-off our algorithm always focuses on two rather anti-correlated attributes, the trade-off choices can more or less be discriminated along a single principal axis. Hence, the ideal point model is indeed applicable (like also used in conjoint analysis) and some typical types of trade-off chains will often occur and should be offered as default options. Namely these are monotonically increasing or decreasing trade-off chains (practically discriminating one of the attributes) and so-called 'singlepeaked preferences' (that means preferring a certain value and increasingly disliking choices to both sides of that value).
Once the user has selected a pair of attributes and given an opinion on the respective trade-offs (either individually or by accepting one of the default options), the trade-off information is ready for incorporation. But since the median objects are usually in the middle of a cluster, we do not use those median trade-offs directly, but instead incorporate trade-offs between the objects given by the first and third quartile. Thus, the mass of objects is included, whereas the outliers of the respective clusters are ignored.
In a nutshell, the idea for the following elicitation algorithm can be summarized as follows: 1) Find attribute pairs that have not yet been considered and show the highest degrees of anticorrelation. Offer them for selection. 2) Cluster the values with respect to the attribute showing less variation and offer the respective cluster medians as choices to the user. By default suggest monotonically in-/decreasing trade-off chains and single-peaked preferences. 3) Once the user has decided for adequate preference/equivalence relationships extend the trade-offs to the first/third quartile to include the mass of the cluster and return them for incorporation (7",1kg) , (10", 1.5kg) , (12", 1.8 kg) , …) 10. Let the user provide preferences and/or equivalences on the representative objects in ܴ (specification may be incomplete). 11. Defaults are monotonic or single-peaked orders on ‫ݎ‬ ௬ .
Also arbitrary orders on ‫ݎ‬ ௬ can be provided. 
VI. EVALUATIONS
A. Evaluation Setup
We will showcase a sample user interaction on a real world dataset and we will also evaluate effects and performance on real as well as on synthetic datasets. In recent research, practical datasets used for evaluation usually consist of rather correlated attributes like e.g. statistics of basketball players (games played, points, assists, etc.) in the NBA dataset in [26] or [21] . This ensures lean skyline sizes, but seems hardly a practical application scenario. In contrast, our two practical datasets comprises real world product data that was extracted from 166 different online shops. They contain 20,537 sale offers for notebook computers and 18,114 digital cameras, respectively. For the notebook dataset each offer is described by a total of 30 attributes. To get a first impression of practical searches we created typical domain preference for 7 selected attributes (1. price: the cheaper the better, 2. CPU type: an expert opinion weak order on 17 processor types; 3. weight: the lighter the better, 4. display size: the bigger the better, 5. RAM: the more the better, 6. hard drive size: the bigger the better; 7. graphics card memory: the bigger the better). Posing a skyline query with these simple preferences over 7 attributes resulted already in a Pareto skyline of 182 offers. This skyline contains a wide variety of different systems ranging from light subnotebooks, cheap mainstream products up to powerful multimedia desktop-replacements -but still, manually browsing through more than 150 offers is a tedious task.
We ran our experiments on an Intel Pentium M 2.0 GHz CPU with 1.5 GB RAM using MySQL 5 CE running on a separate server. We used Sun Java 6 in standard settings.
B. A Showcase Scenario
In our scenario, a user starts interacting with the system to find a new notebook. Assume the user intends to watch DVD movies on the system. Therefore, the display size should be larger while still being light enough for traveling.
First the initial skyline using all known user preferences is computed eliminating all suboptimal offers. If the skyline is too large, the method elicitTradeOffs is called and the user can decide to rely on the suggestion system. After computing the pairwise correlation of all attributes, for our notebook dataset µ := {3, 4} (3:weight vs. 4:display size) is suggested as pair for the first proposed trade-off, because it shows the highest degree of anti-correlation (Pearson correlation -0.89). Assume the user decides to focus on this pair of attributes. The domain values of both attributes are then clustered resulting in 10 clusters with normalized intra-cluster error of 0.09 for weight and 9 clusters with intra-cluster error of 0.02 for display size. Thus, display size is selected as primary attribute. The visualization of the resulting clusters on µ and their respective sizes (computed in Algorithm 4 step 6) are shown in Figure 3 . Now, trade-off candidates are proposed to the user based on the cluster medians. The user can
• decide for a simple monotonic trade-off sequence like 'the bigger screen the better' or 'the lighter weight the better' (in fact discriminating one attribute)
• or decide for some single-peaked preference like 'the ratio between size and price is best for (17'', 4.4 kg)' • or might assess the trade-offs between pairs of clusters individually. As an example, focus on the decision between just two clusters C7 and C8 given by (17", 4.4 kg) and (15", 3.0 kg). As the user intends to watch DVDs he/she states a preference for the 17" screen machines weighing 4.4 kg. For the actual incorporation of the trade-off the method incooperateTradeOff(x µ , y µ ) is called. It relaxes the selected trade-off to use the first quartile for ‫ݕ‬ ఓ , and the third quartile for ‫ݔ‬ ఓ instead of the medians ((17", 4.4 kg) ⊳ (15.2", 2.7 kg)) to include the intended mass of the database objects. This determines to the sets red (size 25) and green (size 42), both illustrated by red/green rectangles in Figure 4 . During the pairwise comparison of objects in the red and green sets, 24 red objects are marked for removal by the method compare, resulting in the new skyline ‫ܯ‬ * containing only 158 objects (86.8% of the size of ‫.)ܯ‬ This effect can be explained by the fact that all removed notebooks were part of the skyline just because they weighed less than their counterparts with bigger screens while being inferior/equal wrt. all other attributes (e.g., more expensive, less memory, etc.).
In fact, if instead for a single trade-off the user had decided for a single-peaked preference favoring 17'' screen notebooks (and thus implicitly decided for relationships between all 9 clusters), the skyline is already reduced to 84 results in a single step (45% of the original skyline). Then, considering for instance a trade-off between the price and RAM (with a smaller Pearson coefficient of -0.25) and choosing more RAM as the better option further decreases the skyline to 59 (32%) objects. The smaller degree of anti-correlation only allows for smaller reductions. Hence, we see that preferably eliciting information about highly anti-correlated attributes results in a greedy reduction scheme. Of course, the user stays in control during the entire personalization process and at any point can provide arbitrary trade-offs. After every trade-off sample objects of the new skyline and the removed objects are displayed. Thus, the user can roughly gauge the effects. If the user wishes, the algorithm elicits the next trade-offs.
Incorporating trade-offs into skylines does not only cope with the problem of large result set sizes, but also offers a considerable amount of personalization by focusing the results. Figure 7 illustrates the cluster sizes of the notebook dataset before and after incorporating the previously mentioned single-peaked preference favoring 17" screen notebooks. The new skyline is strongly focused on the 17" cluster while many notebooks which are in clusters containing smaller or larger machines lost their optimality and thus have been removed from the skyline. However, another valuable characteristic of the Pareto paradigm can be observed nevertheless as the other clusters still contain some (but fewer) notebooks. The remaining notebooks exhibit outstanding attribute combinations (like remarkable performance or eminently good price) and hence might still be interesting to the user. This behavior is clearly superior to just employing filters on skylines using hard constraints.
C. Real World Data Experiments
We performed experiments on the scenario described in the last section. Based on the notebook and digital camera dataset, all possible sequences of trade-offs between each two adjacent clusters are incrementally incorporated into the skyline, starting with the largest clusters first. For each cluster pair with representatives ‫ݔ‬ ఓ and ‫ݕ‬ ఓ , three choices are possible:
In Figure 6 , the average sizes of all these sequences and the respective best/worst sequence is plotted. After incorporating a sequence of 7 trade-offs, the result set was reduced to 66% of its original size on average. The most effective sequence in the sample reduced the result to 44%. Also for the digital camera dataset, significant size reductions could be observed: The average size was reduced to 78% and best reduction resulted in 25%. Please note that eliciting those 7 trade-offs, in the case of single-peaked or monotonic preferences, basically comes down to a single user interaction.
D. Synthetic Data Experiments
We also evaluated our algorithm on larger, synthetic datasets showcasing the effects of different data distributions. Each of the datasets contains 100,000 randomly generated records with 8 attributes each. The attribute's domains contain 15 values which show either Zipfian (Skew -0.5), normal (mean=7, variance=7), or uniform distribution. Note that the respective skyline sizes indeed strongly differ for different distributions. Whereas Zipfian distribution shows an almost manageable skyline size of about 300 objects, normal and uniform distributions result in unmanageable sizes of around 2,500 objects. Again, we simulated all possible trade-off sequences analogously to the previous section.The resulting result set size reductions are plotted in Figure 5 . The measured average size for Zipf-distributed data resulted in 42% o f the original size, for uniformly and normal distributed data in 62% and 61% respectively.
E. Computation Time Evaluation
Skyline computation and incremental skyline refinement algorithms often suffer from poor runtime performance not allowing for interactive applications. However, in this section we show that our algorithm does not only reduce the resulting skylines to manageable sizes, but is also capable to interact in a cooperative real-time fashion with the user.
During the experiments of the last sections, the average runtime per trade-off was measured (see Table 1 ). For the real world data sets, a single trade-off could be suggested and incorporated in less than 1/10 of second on average and thus is clearly fast enough for real-time user interactions. Also for our larger synthetic datasets, trade-off incorporation usually could be performed in around one second. One reason for achieving these significant performance improvements is the reduction of pairwise object comparisons (down to 1%) as compared to the baseline algorithm comparing all previous skyline objects pairwise. The necessary comparisons relative to the baseline is also in Table 1 .
VII. EVALUATIONS
We proposed a necessary extension to the traditional concepts of Pareto skylines by offering users the option to augment and personalize their result sets through trade-off information. The concept of trade-offs is a natural part of people's daily life. Often decision processes are complex and involve several attributes that cannot all be satisfied. A natural heuristic is to focus on only few characteristic attributes at a time, evaluate the possible choices and make up one's mind about potential compromises. This intuitive concept, however, cannot be integrated easily into skyline queries that rely on strict Pareto semantics. In today's systems, those Pareto semantics often lead to unmanageable skyline sizes as practical use-cases show. This is aggravated by the fact that many user preferences invite a high degree of anti-correlation (e.g. high quality vs. low price).
In the course of this paper we have addressed the problem of effective incorporation of users' trade-off decisions into current skyline query processing. Focusing on trade-offs on disjoint pairs of attributes, our algorithm identifies clusters of similar objects with respect to anti-correlated attribute pairs and suggests promising trade-off candidates. The candidates are provided according to a greedy heuristic aiming at large skyline size reductions and thus also minimize the amount of necessary user interaction. Especially offering monotonic and single-peaked preference chains reduces the required effort. Furthermore, our algorithm not only allows reducing skylines to manageable and focused result sets, but also shows an excellent runtime performance. This facilitates real-time interaction cycles cooperatively supporting users in the decision making process.
We performed experiments on two real world datasets: one containing more than 20,000 notebook computer offers and their respective configurations, the other containing around 18,000 digital camera offers. Throughout our experiments the algorithm showed remarkable performance usually more than halving skyline sizes requiring just one single-peaked preference. Moreover, this reduction usually could be computed in less than a second. To further investigate the algorithm's characteristics, we also performed experiments on synthetic datasets containing 100,000 records with different data distributions. Choosing Zipfian, normal and uniform distributions, the claim that skyline sets can easily become unmanageable were confirmed. Nevertheless, in all three cases our algorithm could successfully decrease the sizes down to more manageable levels in acceptable time.
In our future work, we intend to further investigate the process of trade-off suggestion for even more effective skyline reductions. Focusing more closely on the users previous decisions, we plan to adapt clusters and dimensions involved in suggested trade-offs dynamically and thus allow for pruning larger uninteresting parts of the decision space in early interaction steps. For example, considering our notebooks dataset, eliciting if a user would trade more powerful components for smaller device size and weight, we could focus the skyline on the respective device group like sub-notebooks or desktop replacements. Furthermore, we plan to design a sophisticated feedback mechanism giving the user a clear intuition on effects each trade-off decision has on the other attributes. Also, employing dimension reduction strategies may yield further significant improvements in terms of performance and usability.
